
Product informations

Technical characteristics

Dimensions: 70 x 40 x 40 cms
2 parts (Lower: 70 x 40 x 15 cms, Upper: 70 x 40 x 25 cms)
Opening: 18 x 21 cms
Weight: 3,7 kg

Materials: ABS resisting the urea, recyclable 100 % recyclable - Anti UV
Delivered accessories: 1 shovel in ABS, 1 box with pastilles anti-smells in ABS, 2 pastilles
anti-smells (duration 1 month / pastille)

Poopoopeedo is a design egg shaped litter box with a pop and harmonious look never seen before.
In addition to being aesthetically attractive, it is declined in 7 trendy colors to satisfy everyone’s taste.

Convenient for both you cat and yourself, it consists of two stackable hulls maintained by 7 grip points so that the cat’s passage does 
not lift the lid. Thanks to the cat paw shaped handle on the top hull, they are easily separable in order to conveniently transfer the 
bottom hull’s content into a trash bag.

Poopoopeedo : the cat litter-shelter box as aesthetic as functional !

Cat paw shaped
handle

The opening size allows any cat to access easily into its litter box, while it 
limits at most litter projections and avoids spreading throughout the place.

Ultra resistant and ecological material, the plastic used is 100% recyclable 
and resists to the acidity of cat’s urine.

Designed and thought for long-term use, the litter box can be easily cleaned 
and washed by a simple water jet in a shower or a bath. Its smooth coating on 
the inside does not retain dirt and odors do not permeate.

Accessories are discreetly and carefully integrated inside the 
lid, so as to avoid losing them while hiding them.

Poopoopeedo www.sindesign.com

Ergonomic and easily washable shovel clipped inside the lid, 
will allow you to clean your litter in any simplicity.

Support clipped inside the lid will allow you to insert anti-smell 
tablet, which will avoid odors from spreading in your home.


